
Anvil 33037R - Black Monkeytail Slimline Sprung Lever Espag Lock Set (Right Handed)

A ‘Slim’ espagnolette version of the traditional 'Monkeytail' handle, which is designed with an extra long backplate to be used with all
multi point locks.

These handles are very secure as they are bolt fixed from the inside of the door and have no visible fixings on the exterior.

The slimline handle is ‘handed’ so care must be taken to choose the correct hand. When referring to handed we are looking from the
outside of your door and choosing which hand you use to open the door rather than what side of the door the handle sits. For example, if
the handle is on the right side of the door (as you look at it from the exterior of your property) you would instinctively use your left hand to
open it, therefore you need to choose this LH handle.

It also has a unique double spring incorporated into the handle which will always return it back to 90 degrees but also allows the upward
locking motion.

Lever handle for external doors where multi-point locking is required.

Set includes an internal and external lever espag lock handle. For use with a multi-point lock or french door kit in conjunction with a euro
cylinder.

Supplied with matching bolt through fixings.

Finish: Black

Backplate Size: 242mm x 32mm x 13mm
Handle Length: 128mm
Centres: 92mm
Fixing Centres: 212mm
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Price
£60.72 (Product reference 10066-0)

A discount of 20% has been applied for the use of All Customers
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